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Mental models and deduction
Philip N. Johnson-Laird
According to the mental-model theory of deductive reasoning, reasoners use
the meanings of assertions together with general knowledge to construct
mental models of the possibilities compatible with the premises. Each model
represents what is true in a possibility. A conclusion is held to be valid if it holds
in all the models of the premises. Recent evidence described here shows that
the fewer models an inference calls for, the easier the inference is. Errors arise
because reasoners fail to consider all possible models, and because models do
not normally represent what is false, even though reasoners can construct
counterexamples to refute invalid conclusions.

In a civil action, an expert witness conceded two
points:
If a pollutant (TCE) had come from the river, it
would be in the river bed.
TCE was not in the river bed.
The opposing lawyer claimed:
The pattern is consistent with the conclusion that
no TCE came from the river.
The witness agreed (Ref. 1, pp. 361–362). But the
lawyer had made a mistake: the evidence is not
merely consistent with the conclusion. It yields a
valid deduction of the conclusion, that is, if the
evidence is true then the conclusion must be true
too. The example shows that human reasoning is not
always successful. Cognitive scientists need to
understand the causes of such failures.
Reasoning lies at the core of human intelligence2.
And it is central to science, society, and the solution of
practical problems. It starts with premises, which can
be statements, perceptions or beliefs. Ideally, it yields
a valid conclusion that is not explicit in the premises.
But the intervening processes are mysterious. Many
theorists suppose that the mind constructs syntactic
representations of the logical form of assertions and
applies the rules of a formal logic to them3,4. There is
another possibility: reasoners could rely instead on
their grasp of meaning, their general knowledge, and
principles akin to those for the semantics of a logic5.
They construct mental models of the premises, which
represent the situation, and draw conclusions from
them6,7. This article outlines the theory and its
recent developments.
The theory of mental models
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Thinking depends on tacit processes that are guided
by constraints: the thinker’s goal, if any, and
pertinent knowledge and beliefs. The idea that it
depends on mental models goes back to the Scottish
psychologist, Kenneth Craik, who suggested that
perception constructs ‘small-scale models’ of reality
that are used to anticipate events and to reason8.
Mental models might originally have evolved as the
ultimate output of perceptual processes. They can
http://tics.trends.com

represent spatial relations9, events and processes10,
and the operations of complex systems11. They can
yield both inductive and deductive inferences. But
what exactly is a mental model? The current theory
makes three main assumptions, which distinguish
models from syntactic representations of logical form,
from semantic networks, and from other sorts of
proposed mental representation. Possibilities lie at
the heart of the mental-model theory, and the first
assumption relates them to models:
(1) Each mental model represents a possibility

It captures what is common to the different ways in
which the possibility might occur. Like a diagram, a
model is iconic, that is, its parts correspond to the
parts of what it represents, and its structure
corresponds to the structure of the possibility. An
exclusive disjunction, such as:
Either TCE is in the river or else it doesn’t come
from the river
allows one possibility or the other, but not both. It
calls for two mental models to represent the two
possibilities:
TCE-in-river
¬ TCE-comes-from-river
where ‘TCE-in-river’ denotes a mental model of the
possibility in which TCE is in the river, ‘¬’ denotes
negation, and so ‘¬ TCE-comes-from-river’ denotes a
model of the possibility in which TCE does not come
from the river. Indeed, individuals describe these two
possibilities when they are asked to state what is
possible given the assertion. The diagram above uses
words, but that does not imply that mental models are
made up of words. They represent the relations
between the TCE and the river. Models in general can
represent relations among three-dimensional entities
or abstract entities; they can be static or kinematic.
They underlie visual images, although many
components of models are not visualizable12.
(2) The principle of truth: mental models represent
what is true according to the premises, but by default
not what is false

This principle applies at two levels. At one level,
models represent only the possibilities that are true
given a premise, as do the models of the disjunction
above. At a lower level, however, a model represents a
clause in the premises only when it is true in the
possibility. For example, the first model of the
disjunction: TCE-in-river, represents TCE in the
river, but it does not represent explicitly that in this
possibility it is false that TCE does not come from the
river, that is, it comes from the river.
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The principle of truth postulates that individuals
by default do not represent what is false. But there
are exceptions that overrule the principle. Individuals
make ‘mental footnotes’ about the falsity of clauses,
and if they retain the footnotes they can flesh out
mental models into fully explicit models, which
represent clauses even when they are false. The
following fully explicit models, for example,
represent the earlier exclusive disjunction:
TCE-in-river TCE-comes-from-river
¬ TCE-in-river ¬ TCE-comes-from-river
Nevertheless, the principle of truth is the norm. It
makes for parsimonious representations, because
reasoners do not have to bother with what is false.
This parsimony, as we will see, comes at a price.
Mental models can represent discourse about real,
hypothetical, or imaginary situations13. They can
reside in long-term memory as a representation of
knowledge14,15. And they can be used for deductive
reasoning, according to the rational principle that a
conclusion is valid if it holds in all the models of the
premises. The third principle embodies this idea.
(3) Deductive reasoning depends on mental models

If a conclusion holds in all the models of the premises,
that is, it has no counterexamples, it is necessary
given the premises. If it holds in a proportion of
models, its probability is equal to that proportion,
granted that the models represent equiprobable
alternatives. If it holds in at least one model, it is
possible given the premises. And if it holds in none
of the models, it is impossible given the premises.
The theory therefore unifies deductive reasoning
about necessity, probability and possibility.
Consider how a computer program implementing
the theory copes with an inference from a disjunction
and a categorical assertion:
Either TCE is in the river or else it doesn’t come
from the river
TCE does come from the river
The program parses the disjunction and uses the
semantics for ‘or else’ to construct models of the two
possibilities:
TCE-in-river
¬ TCE-comes-from-river
It combines its model of the categorical premise with
each of these models in turn. The result eliminates
the second model, which cannot be true. Only the first
model remains, and so it follows that:
TCE is in the river
This conclusion is valid because it holds in all the
models – in this case, the single model – of the
premises. The ability to draw valid conclusions is
compatible with other theories of reasoning16.
However, the mental-model theory yields some
crucial predictions.
One model is better than many

The fewer the number of models needed for an
inference, and the simpler they are, the easier the
http://tics.trends.com
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inference should be. It should take less time, and be
less prone to error. This prediction is a consequence of
the limitations of working memory17: multiple models
can overload its processing capacity and lead to errors
in which reasoners fail to consider some models of the
premises. Halford and his colleagues have shown that
the fewer the entities in a model of a relation, the
easier inferences tended to be18. Similarly, the
difficulty of problems requiring multiple models has
been corroborated in studies of relational, sentential,
and quantified reasoning19,20. Schaeken and his
colleagues, for instance, have investigated problems
based on temporal relations21, as in the following
example about everyday events. ‘John takes his
shower before he drinks his coffee’:
a before b
b before c
d while b
e while c
What is the relation between d and e?
The computer program implementing temporal
reasoning constructs a model of the premises
within a framework in which time is represented on
the horizontal axis and contemporaneity on the
vertical axis:
a
b
c
d
e
People, on the other hand, might construct a
kinematic model that unfolds in time. Granted that
all the events are of a comparable length, it follows
from either the static or the kinematic model that d
occurs before e. A problem in which the second
premise is modified to: c before b, calls for multiple
models because a might occur before c, after c, or at
the same time as c. Problems requiring one model
elicit a greater number of correct responses than
problems requiring multiple models, and a premise
calling for one model takes less time to read than the
corresponding premise yielding multiple models.
Similar effects occur in other domains22,23.
Vandierendonck and his colleagues have corroborated
them in temporal and spatial reasoning24. But
differences between two and three models are often so
small that it is unlikely that reasoners constructed all
three models25. They are more likely to have built a
single static model with one element represented as
having two or more possible locations. When
reasoning calls for spatial models, spatial tasks such
as visual tracking interfere with performance, but do
not impair other sorts of reasoning26,27.
One model is indeed better than many for human
reasoners. This principle predicts a crucial
interaction in modal reasoning (see Box 1). When
reasoners construct one model, the availability of
its elements depends on their positions in the
model28. When they have to construct multiple
models, they are liable to fail to envisage a model29,
and so their conclusions correspond to only some of
the models of the premises30. For example, given a
syllogism of the form:
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Box 1. Models and modal reasoning
Modal reasoning is about what is possible and what
is necessarya. The mental-model theory predicts a
crucial interaction. It should be quite easy to infer a
possibility, because reasoners need to find only a
single model of the premises in which the conclusion
holds. It should be harder to infer that something is
not possible, because reasoners need to check that it
does not hold in any of the models of the premises.
By contrast, difficulty should switch round in the case
of necessity: it should be easier to infer that
something is not necessary (one model suffices)
than to infer that something is necessary (all models
have to be checked). As an example, consider the
following problem about a one-on-one basketball
game (only two can play):
If Allan is in then Betsy is in.
If Carla is in then David is out.
Can Betsy be in the game?
The first premise allows as a possible game:
Allan vs Betsy
which is consistent with the second premise. Hence,
it should be easy to respond ‘yes’ to the question. It
should be harder to make the correct ‘no’ response
to the following ‘dual’ of the problem:
If Allan is out then Betsy is out.
If Carla is out then David is in.
Can Betsy be in the game?
Reasoners need to consider the models of all three
possible games to ensure that the response is correct.

None of the A is a B
All the B are C
they draw a conclusion, such as None of the A is a C,
which is compatible with only one model of the
premises31. They fail to realize that any Cs that are
not Bs could be As. Hence, they miss the valid
conclusion interrelating As and Cs, which is: Some of
the C are not A. They may have misinterpreted the
second premise, taking it to mean in addition that all
the C s are Bs32,33.
Several theorists have proposed that because
working memory is limited, reasoners construct as
few models as possible, and often just a single model.
Ormerod and his colleagues have pioneered the
study of immediate inferences from one sort of
conditional to another, and from conditionals to
disjunctions, and vice versa34. They argue that
reasoners construct the minimal set of models
needed to infer the conclusion35. Similarly,
Sloutsky and his colleagues have observed that
reasoners often base their conclusions on just a
single model of the premises36. The meaning of
assertions, however, might call for multiple
models, and reasoners can spontaneously construct
them. An important instance of this phenomenon
occurs in reasoning from counterfactual
conditionals (see Box 2).
http://tics.trends.com

Table I. The percentages of correct responses to
modal inference problems
Correct 'yes'
responses (%)

Correct 'no'
responses (%)

Questions about
what is possible

91 (18.0)a

65 (22.3)

Questions about
what is necessary

71 (25.6)

81 (22.7)

aAverage

latency of the response in seconds

However, when the two sets of premises are paired
with the question:
Must Betsy be in the game?
the correct ‘yes’ response to the first set of premises
should be harder than the correct ‘no’ response to
the second set of premises. Table I shows the results
of a study corroborating the interactionb. Evans and
his colleagues have observed analogous results in
modal reasoning based on premises containing
quantifiers, such as all and some c.
References
a Hughes, G.E. and Cresswell, M.J. (1996) A New Introduction
to Modal Logic, Routledge
b Bell, V. and Johnson-Laird, P.N. (1998) A model theory of
modal reasoning. Cognit. Sci. 22, 25–51
c Evans, J. St B.T. et al. (1999) Reasoning about necessity
and possibility: a test of the mental model theory of
deduction. J. Exp. Psychol. Learn. Mem. Cognit.
25, 1495–1513

Truth, meaning, and knowledge

Reasoners focus on what is true and neglect what is
false. One consequence is the difficulty of the
selection task (Box 3). Another consequence is the
occurrence of systematic fallacies (Box 4). And
because meaning is central to models, the content of
inferences and background knowledge can modulate
reasoning. They influence the interpretation of
premises37. The following inference, for example, is
valid in form:
Eva is in Rio or she’s in Brazil;
She’s not in Brazil.
Therefore, she’s in Rio.
But no sensible person other than a logician is
likely to draw this conclusion. It is impossible
for Eva to be in Rio but not in Brazil, because Rio is
in Brazil. By contrast, the following inference is
easy38:
Eva is in Rio or else she’s in Norway;
She’s not in Norway.
Therefore, she’s in Rio.
The content of premises and background
knowledge can lead to the addition of information to
models. A conditional such as:
If Viv entered the lift as it was going up, then Pat
left it at the next floor
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Box 2. Conditional reasoning
There are four main conditional inferences:
If A then B, A
∴ B. (modus ponens)
If A then B, not B
∴ not A. (modus tollens)
If A then B, B
∴ A. (affirming the
consequent premise)
If A then B, not A
∴ not B. (denying the
antecedent premise)
Affirming the consequent and denying the
antecedent are valid if the conditional is interpreted
as a biconditional: if, and only if, A then B. Otherwise,
they are fallacies. The mental-model theory
postulates that conditionals have one explicit and
one implicit mental model:
A B
…
The implicit model (denoted by the ellipsis) has no
explicit content, but it has a ‘mental footnote’ that it
represents the possibilities in which the antecedent,
A , is false. Modus ponens is easier than modus tollens
(cf. the lawyer’s mistake at the beginning of this article).
The mental models allow modus ponens immediately,
whereas the categorical premise for modus tollens,
Not-B, eliminates the explicit model. Only the empty
implicit model is left, and so it seems that nothing
follows. But modus tollens is feasible if reasoners
build fully explicit models of the conditional:
A B
¬A B
¬A¬ B
The categorical premise, Not-B, eliminates all but the
last of these models, from which the conclusion, Not-A,
follows necessarily. Girotto et al. corroborated a
prediction from the mental-model theory: modus tollens
is easier when the categorical premise is presented first
rather than seconda. Presented first, it provides an initial
negative model: ¬ B, which prevents the construction
of the explicit mental model of the conditional. Hence,
reasoners are more likely to flesh out their models to
include the case above in which the antecedent is false.
Byrne and her colleagues have developed the
mental-model theory of counterfactual thinkingb,c. The
counterfactual meaning of a conditional of the form:
If A had happened then B would have happened
conveys both what is true and what is false. This
meaning overrules the principle of truth, and calls for
mental models of both the factual and the
counterfactual possibilities:
Factual:
¬A ¬ B
Counterfactual:
A B
The factual model is the one needed for modus
tollens, and so, as predicted, the inference is easier to
make from a counterfactual conditional than from an
indicative oned.
As Markovits and others have showne,f, the
fallacies can be suppressed when reasoners bring to
mind the possibility: ¬ A B, which undermines the
necessity of A for B. The valid inferences can be
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suppressed when reasoners bring to mind the
counterexample: A ¬ B, which undermines the
sufficiency of A for B (Ref. g.) The availability of such
possibilities, in turn, depends on knowledgeh. Evans
has investigated the effects of negation on conditional
reasoningi, and Schroyens and his colleagues have
extended the mental-model theory to account for the
phenomenaj,k. Here, too, knowledge plays a role in
establishing implicit mismatches between entities;
for example, between ‘snake’ and ‘not a mammal ’l.
One intriguing developmental trend is that young
children treat conditionals as conjunctions (one fully
explicit model), slightly older children treat them as
biconditionals (two fully explicit models), and
adolescents and adults can treat them as proper
conditionals (three fully explicit models). Barrouillet
and his colleagues have observed exactly this trend,
and shown that it correlates with working memory
capacitym. Young children can cope with two
modelsn, but they probably use the categorical
premise as a retrieval cueo.
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Box 3. The selection task
This well-known task was devised by
Wason more than 30 years agoa. The
experimenter places four cards on a
table, which have a letter or number
visible to the participant:
A
B
2
3
The participants know that each card has
a number on one side and a letter on the
other side. They have to choose which
cards to turn over to determine whether
the following rule is true or false about
the four cards:
If a card has an ‘A’ on one side, then it
has a ‘2’ on the other side.
To make the correct selections, they
need to overrule the principle of truth in
order to envisage the counterexample to
the conditional:
A ¬2
and then to choose the corresponding
cards: A and 3. Most people fail. They think
instead of the salient possibility in which
the conditional is true:
A 2
and they choose the ‘A’ card, and
sometimes the innocuous ‘2’ card too.
Few realize the need to choose the ‘3’ card,
even though an ‘A’ on its other side
falsifies the rule.
A change in the content of the task
can yield a striking improvement
in performance, particularly when
participants have to select
potential violations of a ‘deontic’
conditional, that is, a conditional
about what is obligatory,
such as:
If a person is drinking beer then he
must be over the age of 18.
Certain conditionals tend to yield a
biconditional interpretation, such as:

If you tidy your room then you can go
out to play.
Performance is then susceptible to the
participants’ point of viewb. Those with the
parent’s concern that the child might cheat
tend to select the cards corresponding to
the counterexample:
¬ tidy played
Those with the child’s concern that the
parent might renege on the deal tend to
select the cards corresponding to the
counterexample:
tidied ¬ play
Those with a neutral point of view tend to
select all four cards.
Theorists have debated the causes of
these effects. Some postulate that
reasoners use schemas for reasoning
about deontic mattersc. Others postulate
that they use pragmatic knowledge to
select what is relevantd. Evolutionary
psychologists postulate that they rely on
an innate module for reasoning about
cheaterse. Still others, notably Oaksford
and Chater, argue for a probabilistic
approach in which it is rational not to
select the 3 card in the abstract task
abovef,g. Yet, according to the mentalmodel theory, people are reasoningh,i,
but they construct models of what is true,
not what is false, especially if they lack
cognitive ability j. Hence, any
manipulation that helps them to consider
counterexamples, and to match them to
the corresponding cards, should improve
performancek. This explanation is
compatible with the effects of
probabilityl. It predicts effects of point of
view with biconditionals that are not
deonticm, and Sloman et al. have
corroborated their occurrencen.

establishes a spatial and temporal relation
between the events referred to in the two clauses.
In logic, connectives such as disjunctions and
conditionals have idealized meanings that are
‘truth functional’, that is, the truth or falsity of a
sentence they form depends solely on the truth or
falsity of the clauses they interconnect5. The
preceding examples, however, show that natural
language is not truth functional.
Knowledge and beliefs also influence the process
of reasoning. Individuals, for example, search
harder for counterexamples to conclusions that
violate their knowledge. This search is compatible
with a robust phenomenon: knowledge has a bigger
effect on invalid inferences than on valid
http://tics.trends.com
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inferences19,39–43. It also has a crucial role in
deductions about probabilities (see Box 5).
Strategies in reasoning

An important recent discovery is that when individuals
carry out a series of inferences, they develop strategies
for coping with them. Deduction itself can be a
strategy44, and Western cultures might resort to it
more than East Asian cultures45. However, deduction
in turn elicits a variety of strategies46. An earlier
version of the mental-model theory implied that
reasoners start reasoning with the most informative
premise but this claim is not always true47. Reasoners’
strategies determine which premise they take into
account first48. Consider a problem of the form:
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Box 4. Illusory inferences
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Problem 1
Only one of the following premises is true about a particular hand
of cards:

There is a king in the hand or there is an ace, or both.
There is a queen in the hand or there is an ace, or both.
There is a jack in the hand or there is a 10, or both.
Is it possible that there is an ace in the hand?
Problem 2
Suppose you know the following about a particular hand of cards:

If there is a jack in the hand then there is a king in the hand, or
else if there isn't a jack in the hand then there is a king in
the hand.
There is a jack in the hand.
What, if anything, follows?
Fig. I. Two reasoning problems. Answer both of the problems and write down their
answers; then see text.

100

80
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Readers are invited to solve the problems in Fig. I. For problem 1,
the program implementing the mental-model theory predicts
that individuals consider the true possibilities for each premise.
For the first premise, they should consider the following
mental models:
king
ace
king ace
Two of the models show that an ace is possible. Hence,
individuals should respond, ‘yes’. In fact, this response is
wrong. It is impossible for an ace to be in the hand, because
both of the first two premises would then be true, contrary to
the rubric that only one of them is true. Problem 1 is an ‘illusion
of possibility’: reasoners infer wrongly that a card is possible.
A similar problem to which reasoners should respond ‘no’ and
thereby commit an ‘illusion of impossibility’ can be created by
replacing the two occurrences of ‘there is an ace’ in Problem 1
with, ‘there is not an ace’. One experiment examined the two
sorts of illusion and comparable control problemsa. The
participants succumbed to the illusions but did well with the
control problems (Fig. II), and the illusions of possibility were
more telling than those of impossibility (for an explanation of
this difference, see Box 1).
The rubric ‘one of these assertions is true and one of them is
false ’ is equivalent to an exclusive disjunction between two
assertions: A or else B, but not both. This usage leads to still
more compelling illusions that seduce novices and experts
alike. Consider Problem 2 (Fig. I). Nearly everyone infers that
there is a king in the handb. The present author also succumbed
in testing the program implementing the mental-model theory.
Yet, it is a fallacy granted a disjunction, exclusive or inclusive,
between the two conditionals. The disjunction implies that one
or other of the two conditionals could be false. Suppose, for
instance, that the first conditional is false. Then there could be
a jack but not a king, a judgment with which most individuals
concur. And so the conclusion that there is a king is invalid: it
could be false even if the premises are true.
Many experts have fallen for illusory inferences, and then
proposed ingenious explanations for their errors. For example,
the premises are so complex that they confuse people. But
reasoners are highly confident in their conclusions, and the
control problems are equally complex. Other putative
explanations concern the interpretation of conditionalsc.
However, the illusions occur with disjunctions too, and their
interpretation is not controversial. The illusions corroborate
the principle of truth. They occur in a variety of domainsd,e.
Some procedures alleviate thema,f–i, but no-one has
discovered a perfect antidote.
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Fig. II. The percentages of correct responses to four sorts of inferences: illusions
of possibility and illusions of impossibility (black bars) and their respective
control inferences (blue bars). Subjects succumbed to the illusions, particularly
those of possibility, but did well with the control problems.

e Johnson-Laird, P.N. et al. (2000) Illusions in reasoning about consistency.
Science 288, 531–532
f Tabossi, P. et al. (1999) Mental models in deductive, modal,
and probabilistic reasoning. In Mental Models in Discourse Processing
and Reasoning (Habel, C. and Rickheit, G., eds), pp. 229–331,
Elsevier
g Barrouillet, P. and Lecas, J-F. (2000) Illusory inferences from a disjunction
of conditionals: a new mental models account. Cognition 76, 3–9
h Santamaria, C. and Johnson-Laird, P.N. (2000) An antidote to illusory
inferences. Think. Reason. 6, 313–333
i Yang, Y. and Johnson-Laird, P.N. (2000) How to eliminate illusions in
quantified reasoning. Mem. Cognit. 28, 1050–1059
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Box 5. Mental models and deductions about probabilities
Mental-model theory explains how people deduce
the probability of an event from their knowledge of
the different ways in which the event can occur, that
is, so-called ‘extensional’ reasoning about
probabilitiesa. Individuals assume that each model is
equiprobable unless they have knowledge to the
contrary. They infer the probability of an event from
the proportion of models in which the event occurs.
Consider this problem:
There is a box in which there is at least a red
marble, or else a green marble and a blue marble,
but not all three marbles.
What is the probability that there is both a red
and a blue marble in the box?
The premises elicit mental models of two
possibilities:
Red
Green
Blue
As these models predict, reasoners tend to infer a
probability of zero for red and blueb. This response is
an illusion, because when there is a red marble, there
are three distinct ways in which it can be false that
there is both a green marble and a blue marble:
Red Green ¬Blue
Red ¬Green Blue
Red ¬Green ¬Blue
Granted equiprobability with the possibility in which
there is no red marble,
¬Red Green Blue
it can be seen that the probability of red and blue
is 1/4.
Deductions about conditional probabilities can be
difficultc. Consider the following problem:
The chances that Pat has the disease are 4 out of 10.
If she has the disease, then the chances are 3 out
of 4 that she has the symptom.
If she does not have the disease, then the chances
are 2 out of 6 that she has the symptom.
Pat has the symptom. So, what are the chances
that she has the disease?

A if and only if B
Either B or else C, but not both
C if and only if D
Does it follow that if not A then D?
Some individuals spontaneously develop a strategy
based on suppositions. When they think aloud, they
say, for instance:
‘Suppose not A. It follows from the first premise
that not B. It then follows from the second premise
that C. The third premise then implies D. So, yes,
the conclusion does follow.’
Each of these inferential steps can be carried out using
models. Another strategy is to make an inference from
a pair of premises, and then to make another from its
conclusion and the third premise. Still another strategy
is to draw a horizontal line across the middle of the page,
http://tics.trends.com

One way to infer the answer is to use Bayes’s
theorem from the probability calculus.
However, naive individuals can build either
equiprobable models of the premises, or ones
that are tagged with the appropriate chances
out of 10:
disease
symptom
3
disease
¬ symptom
1
¬ disease
symptom
2
¬ disease
¬ symptom
4
The conditional probability can be computed from
the appropriate subset relation: there are 3 chances
that Pat has the disease out of the 5 chances that she
has the symptom. Evolutionary psychologists argue
that these problems are soluable provided that they
concern natural samples of frequenciesd,e.
However, studies show that individuals can fail with
frequenciesf and succeed with the chances of
unique eventsg. Problems are soluble if it is easy to
find the appropriate subset of models and to
calculate the ratio.
References
a Tversky, A. and Kahneman, D. (1983) Extensional versus
intuitive reasoning: the conjunction fallacy in probability
judgment. Psychol. Rev. 90, 293–315
b Johnson-Laird, P.N. et al. (1999) Naive probability:
a mental model theory of extensional reasoning. Psychol. Rev.
106, 62–88
c Nickerson, R.S. (1996) Ambiguities and unstated
assumptions in probabilistic reasoning. Psychol. Bull.
120, 410–433
d Gigerenzer, G. and Hoffrage, U. (1995) How to improve
Bayesian reasoning without instruction: frequency formats.
Psychol. Rev. 102, 684–704
e Cosmides, L. and Tooby, J. (1996) Are humans good intuitive
statisticians after all? Rethinking some conclusions from the
literature on judgment under uncertainty. Cognition
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f Evans, J. St B.T. et al. (2000) Frequency versus probability
formats in statistical word problems. Cognition 197–213
g Girotto, V. and Gonzalez, M. (2001) Solving probabilistic and
statistical problems: a matter of question form and
information structure. Cognition 78, 247–276

and to write down the possibilities compatible with the
premises (Fig. 1). These individuals work through the
premises in whatever order they are stated, and even
take into account irrelevant premises. When individuals
are taught to use this strategy in a systematic way, their
reasoning is both faster and more accurate (V. Bell,
unpublished studies in the author’s laboratory).
Reasoners develop diverse strategies for relational
reasoning49, suppositional reasoning50–52, and reasoning
with quantifiers53. Some strategies have surprised
researchers. So far, however, they all reflect a reliance
on meaning and models, although individuals who have
learned logic could make a strategic use of formal rules.
Strategies can resolve a puzzle. The mental-model
theory predicts that inferences based on a conjunction
(one model) should be easier than those based on a
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Fig. 1. A reasoner’s
diagram representing the
two possibilities (A and B,
or C and D) compatible
with the premises (see
text for discussion).
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disjunction (multiple models). However, Rips3 found
that an inference of the following sort:
A and B
If A then C
If B then C
Therefore, C
was no easier to evaluate than:
A or B
If A then C
If B then C
Therefore, C
However, García-Madruga and his colleagues have
corroborated the model theory’s prediction when
reasoners drew their own conclusions from these
premises, as opposed to evaluating the given
conclusions54,55. And when the premises were
presented one at a time on a computer screen, the
results corroborated the mental-model theory even
in the evaluation task. Reasoners’ strategies are
likely to differ from one task to another.
An inference is valid if its conclusion holds in all
the models of the premises, or if no model of the
premises is a counterexample to the conclusion.
Reasoners do not search for counterexamples
routinely56,57. In a counterexample, the premises
are true but the conclusion is false, and so such a
model violates the principle of truth. Moreover,
reasoners can often determine that an inference
is valid by constructing all the models of the
premises. Otherwise, however, a feasible strategy is
to search for counterexamples. Given the following
sort of problem:
More than half of the people at this conference
speak French.
More than half of the people at this conference
speak English.
Does it follow that more than half of the people at
this conference speak both French and English?
reasoners spontaneously drew diagrams of
counterexamples to the putative conclusion58 (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. A typical diagram of a counterexample to a problem (see text)
drawn by a subject. In a group of 7 people (each x represents an individual),
more than half of them speak French, more than half of them speak
English, but it is not the case that more than half speak both languages.
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• What underlies the vast differences in reasoning
ability from one individual to another? The
processing capacity of working memory accounts
for some, but not all, of these differences.
• Reasoning takes into account relevant general
knowledge. What process triggers its recovery
from long-term memory?
• What is the origin of the different strategies for
reasoning, and how do reasoners develop them?
• Logic means never having to be sorry about a
valid conclusion. In daily life, however, individuals
withdraw a valid conclusion when it conflicts with
subsequent facts. What are the mental processes
underlying the resolution of such conflicts?
• What regions of the brain underlie deductive
reasoning?

Conclusions

Deductive reasoning is under intense investigation59.
The field is fast moving and controversial. This article
has reviewed just one theory: that reasoning depends
on imagining the possibilities compatible with the
premises, and drawing conclusions from these mental
models. The theory makes five main predictions,
which have been corroborated experimentally:
(1) One model is better than many. That is, the
fewer models needed for an inference, and the
simpler they are, the easier the inference.
(2) Reasoners sometimes fail to consider all models
in multiple-model problems. They then draw
conclusions that are possible rather than necessary.
(3) When falsity matters, fallacies occur. One
result is errors in the selection task; another is
illusory inferences.
(4) Content and background knowledge modulate
the interpretation of assertions, and so no connectives
are truth functional. They also modulate the process
of reasoning.
(5) With experience, reasoners develop tailor-made
strategies for particular sorts of problem. To refute
invalid conclusions, they can search for counterexamples.
By contrast, theories of deduction based on formal
logic make no use of possibilities, and postulate a
single deterministic strategy based on valid rules of
inference3,4. They do not appear to account for any of
the five preceding phenomena. Yet formal rules and
mental models are not in principle incompatible. As
reasoners develop, they can learn to construct formal
rules for themselves in certain idealized domains, an
essential step for the development of logic. The
mental-model theory itself seems likely to continue to
develop; it contains many lacunae, and is far from
complete. It could even be overturned by the discovery
of, say, sets of inferences in which multiple-model
problems are easier than one-model problems. If it is
refuted by systematic counterexamples, then it will at
least account for its own demise.
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